This paper aims at studying the viability of setting up a contactless identification system based on hand features, with the objective of integrating this functionality as part of different services for smart spaces. The final identification solution will rely on a commercial 3D sensor (i.e. Leap Motion) for palm feature capture. To evaluate the significance of different hand features and the performance of different classification algorithms, 21 users have contributed to build a testing dataset. For each user, the morphology of each of his/her hands is gathered from 52 features, which include bones length and width, palm characteristics and relative distance relationships among fingers, palm center and wrist. In order to get consistent samples and guarantee the best performance for the device, the data collection system includes sweet spot control; this functionality guides the users to place the hand in the best position and orientation with respect to the device. The selected classification strategies -nearest neighbor, supported vector machine, multilayer perceptron, logistic regression and tree algorithms -have been evaluated through available Weka implementations. We have found that relative distances sketching the hand pose are more significant than pure morphological features. On this feature set, the highest correct classified instances (CCI) rate (>96%) is reached through the multilayer perceptron algorithm, although all the evaluated classifiers provide a CCI rate above 90%. Results also show how these algorithms perform when the number of users in the database change and their sensitivity to the number of training samples. Among the considered algorithms, there are different alternatives that are accurate enough for non-critical, immediate response applications.
Introduction
The increasing availability of low-cost technology that makes possible to interpret in-air gestures, such as compact devices including depth sensors, facilitate the creation of different concepts of interaction. Although these devices are often designed to interface with laptops or applications, they have a great potential as tools to be integrated in our daily life environments for non-critical applications. In particular, algorithms for gesture recognition are usually categorized as user-independent or user-dependent, depending on their need for previous training. User-dependent ones usually provide a better accuracy , even if the additional training effort may reduce the system usability perception. Our previous works in this area have led us to search for a confortable identification mechanism, compatible with infrastructure devices enabling gesture recognition and delivering user identification without the need to equip the user with any extra device (e.g. wearable accelerometers).
The objective of this work is then to explore the possibilities of delivering a functional identification method based on contactless hand shape analysis on a Leap Motion sensor. Although this sensor is being widely used for interaction, to the best of our knowledge there are not empirical studies in the identification issue. The paper is oriented to compare the performance of different classification algorithms regarding accuracy, training needs and scalability. To introduce this comparison, Section 2 provides a review of previous research on shape hand-based identification. Section 3 defines the identification strategy itself, starting by the hand features to be used. Within this Section, it is also described the classification algorithms and the sweet pose tool used to gather the testing dataset. On this dataset, Section 4 presents a performance comparison that analyzes the information within the selected hand features; it also evaluates specific implementations of the algorithms, taking into consideration their accuracy, time to build the model, need for training and scalability. Finally, Section 5 discusses on results and further work.
Related work
Shape-based hand recognition is one of the first live biometrics-based recognition systems. The first systematic system to capture hand and finger images is dated in 1858 . In the mid 1960's, Robert Miller invented a mechanical hand geometry identification device 3 . The first commercial device (Identimate) 4 used mechanically scanned photocells to measure the finger length, the endpoint contours and the skin translucency. This device was in use from 1970's to 1987. In 1986, Recognition System presented the ID3D HandKey 4 , the first device using low-cost digital imaging sensors. Currently, the increasing number of commercial systems and patents demonstrates the effectiveness of this biometric approach, with many approaches proposed and evaluated (e.g. Kong et al. 5 and Duta 6 provides complete surveys). Many hand-based biometric schemes work obtaining geometric measures of the hand and then extracting a set of features from these geometric measures. The main hand recognition approaches are based on hand geometry, hand contour and palm print. The hand geometry systems use only hand geometric features, for instance, finger lengths, finger widths, palm areas, measure ratios, etc. These methods reduce the information given in a hand sample to a Ndimensional vector that is used to implement a matching algorithm based in a metric distance. Other alternative schemes are proposed in literature applying different probabilistic and machine learning techniques, like ^-Nearest Neighbours 7 , Gaussian Mixture Models 8 , or Support Vector Machines 7 ' 9 ' 10 ' 11 . For instance, in Morales et al. 12 , 40 features obtained from finger widths for 3 finger are used to train a supported vector machine (SVM). Adán et al. use a hand natural reference system in order to make the system robust against different hand poses, and the classification is based in a time averaged feature vector. This system is based on a webcam. Sánchez-Reillo et al. use 25 features, such as finger widths, finger and palm heights, finger deviations and angles of the interfinger valleys with respect to the horizontal, modeling them using Gaussian mixtures. Jain et al. use an imaging scheme to select 16 features, such as the length and width of the fingers, the aspect ratio of the palm to the fingers, and the thickness of the hand. Oden et al. use geometric features and finger shapes. The finger shapes are modeled using fourth degree polynomials. They obtain 16 features that are compared using the Mahalanobis distance.
Hand contour based systems use the hand silhouette to perform the matching. Yoruk et al. use 2048 points of contour coordinates to construct a raw feature vector and independent component analysis features are used in the identification and verification tasks. Woodard et al. use shape indices based on 3D shape curvature and a match score based in correlation coefficients between shape descriptors. Finally, palm print systems use the palm silhouette lines for matching, frequently in combination with geometric measures. For instance, Khangarad et al. use a 3D digitizer to extract intensity and range images from the user hand and then multimodal palm print and hand geometry features are obtained for matching. Kumar et al. 20 describe a bimodal biometric system using hand geometry and palm print information and propose an strategy to fuse both sources.
It is also important to present the evolution of the hand shape recognition systems from the operation point of view, specifically, the image acquisition system. The early hand recognition systems were constrained and contact based, using a platform and pegs or guides to situate the user hand 14 ' 21 . Next generation were unconstrained systems, but yet with the necessity of placing the hand on a platform or scanner ' . Finally, modern hand shape identification systems are unconstrained and contact free 23 ' 24 . The hand position is free and there are no platforms or scanners to situate the user hand. Contactless hand recognition systems are increasingly receiving attention because of their better user acceptability, and their capability to be extended to daily devices such as smartphones. Finally, hand recognition using low-cost devices is an important issue. For instance, Santos-Sierra et al. 25 present an algorithm to segment hand images using multilayer graphs and Mostayed et al. 26 use low resolution hand images and compute a set of position invariant features using the Radon transform.
Our approach in this paper is to use a contact free (in-air) device to retrieve the palm parameters. We will explore the identification information contained in different geometric palm features and we will use different classifiers to show the feasibility of building an effective identification system for smart spaces applications.
Defining a hand shape-based identification strategy
In particular, the service scenario that we are envisioning in this work considers non-critical applications that can benefit from the availability of a straight, fast and usable identification process. Let's think on a user that arrives home, sits on the sofa and decides to keep on watching the film s/he did not finished the night before. The sofa is a smartized object which enables room control, thus just by waving his hand on the sofa arm, the room is able to recognize who the user is and, by a subsequent gesture chain, interpreting the user desire. With this idea in mind, our identification system needs to provide:
• Contactless hand shape-based identification. The identification capability will be integrated in a gesture recognition system. For this reason, the identification has to be done on in-air input.
• Accuracy enough for non-critical applications. The applications to deploy on top of the identification systems are related to interaction and personalization of smart environments. Being not critical applications, the global performance of the id system undoubtedly conditions the user experience.
• Easiness of use. The identification process has to be as simple as possible, providing enough feedback cues to the user in order for him/her to control the interaction. • Minimum training. Supervised algorithms require the users to train them to work. Although the training stage may be unavoidable to reach sufficient accuracy, the identification method must reduce it to a minimum. • Real-time response. The identification stage must be as quick as possible, providing immediate feedback.
• Robustness. The solution has to work coherently under different scenarios with external different conditions. For example, the environment may vary its illumination conditions. • Scalability for smart environment-like scenarios. The solution has to be validated with a number of users that is considered reasonable for smart space applications. Our objective is to define a solution (device, hand features and classification algorithms) that fulfills the requirements above.
Device, hand features and algorithms
The technological sensor choice to implement the identification system has been the Leap Motion sensor. Leap Motion, developed by the same named company, is a small USB peripheral device that supports hand and finger motions as input with no hand contact or touching. Launched to market in 2013, it was initially conceived to interact with a computer. Two monochromatic infrared cameras and three infrared LEDs, which generate a 3D dot pattern of IR light, compose the sensor. From the comparison of the 2D frames generated by the two cameras, dedicated software in the computer synthesizes the hand's 3D position data. The coordinate system used by this device is a Cartesian coordinate system with its origin placed in the Leap Motion's center (Fig. la) .
The sensor can reach up to 200 frames per second in the best conditions. Every frame delivers information about the hands by comparing the IR scenes against an internal hand model. The model defines that each hand has five fingers formed by four bones (metacarpal, proximal, intermediate and distal phalanx) except for the thumb, which is formed by three (proximal, intermediate and distal phalanx). In this work, we take benefit from the API provided by Leap Motion, which can recognize hands, fingers, arms and tools (straight cylindrical objects longer and with a smaller radius fingers) over it. For each finger and bone, the API provides its width and lengths. Furthermore, it is possible to get information also from the palm and wrist width, the palm orientation or the point direction for each finger. These libraries also allow recognizing four predefined gestures (swipe, key tap, screen tap and circle), provide the images acquired by the two cameras and discern between the two hands that the user may be using. Fig.  lb and lc shows the hand view from a visualization application using the provided features. Leap Motion's API directly enables to extract sufficient geometrical hand features to attempt user identification. Taking into consideration existing literature (Section 2), the classification strategies detailed below will initially work on 52 geometric hand features: a) intrinsic morphological hand features, i.e. finger (5 features) and phalanx lengths (19) and finger, palm and wrist widths (7) (Fig. lb) and b) pose hand features, i.e. intra-hand distances between the fingertips (10), from the palm to the fingertips (5), from the wrist to the fingertips (5) and from the wrist center to the palm center (1) (Fig. lc) . The use of intra-hand distances assumes that the user is coherent in the way s/he extends the hand over the sensor, as it relies on the relative distances between difference reference points within the hand (fingertips, palm center, wrist center).
On these features, we aim at analyzing different classification techniques to choose the most suitable one for our purposes. The supervised classification process includes a training phase in which a set of n pattern feature vectors {xj, xj,..., x"j (in our case, the features described in the previous section) are gathered, assigning them to the n classes to classify (in our case, the users' identities), finally building the classification model. After taking a realtime sample, a feature vector y is computed. The vector y is in then compared to the pattern feature vectors using different strategies and finally, the class that is identified to be the 'nearest' to the feature vector y is given as the classification result. Taking the existing literature as reference point, we have decided to study the performance of well-know classification algorithms, such as Nearest Neighbor, neuronal networks (Multilayer Perceptron), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression and tree-based algorithms (such as functional trees or logistic trees) for our classification problem. We expect some of these methods to provide good or very good accuracy, while delivering different performance in terms of model building and classification time (computational cost).
Dataset description and test environment
In order to make our choice of the most adequate classification algorithm to implement a real-time solution for contactless identification, we have gathered a dataset of hands snapshots by using Leap Motion. 21 users -18 males and 3 females, with ages between 23 and 53-were involved in the data gathering (Nov. 2014). A hand-image recording tool was designed and implemented to enable feature recording (Fig. 2) . For each user, 40 snapshots both for his/her right and left hands were recorded (80 samples x 21 users in total); in each snapshot, 52 hand features were collected (89.040 features). It took 20-25 minutes for each user to provide the 80 required samples.
The interface in Fig. 2 provides real-time feedback to help the user to place the hand in the optimal pose for recording the hand features, in terms of position and orientation. This pose, usually referred as ' sweet spot', makes possible to reduce the number of useless samples. The interface is configured to provide real time indications for the user to place the hand at 18-21 cm over the Leap Motion device (y axis), in the middle of it (x axis between -1.5 and 1.5 cm) and slightly advanced with respect to the device (z axis between -3 and 7 cm). This pose guarantees the best vision of the hand, as the most accurate measurements are obtained when the hand is between 15 and 25 cm and in the negative values of the z axis 27 . The indications to the user are shown through red tags that are activated in case the hand is not in the perfect position; the tags' positions in the screen indicate the user in which direction to move the hand. The user will also receive feedback to correct the pose if the hand is not sufficiently parallel to the device. The interface includes information that is relevant for the developer (e.g. the camera views), but that will not be part of the real time system. When the user's hand is correctly placed, the system takes a snapshot and a counter indicates that the hand has been recorded. The user has to take the hand out from the vision of the device and place it correctly again, for the next snapshot. Users rapidly get their own references to correctly place the hand, so the process is much faster as the user takes practice. 
Performance analysis and comparison
Once collected, the final database has been post-processed to serve as input for the well-known Weka Open Source Data Mining Software. The use of Weka facilitates doing fast prototyping of different classification solutions, making possible to know in advance e.g. about their accuracy, time to build the model, feature relevance and training sensitivity. All algorithms that we are planning to use have a configurable Weka implementation available (Table 1) .
For the experiments, Weka 3.6.11 was running in a HP Zl Workstation (CPU 3.3GHz, RAM 8GB). Table 2 gathers the percentage of Correct Classified Instances (CCI) applying 10-fold cross validation on the right and left hand datasets (Leap Motion correctly estimates the type of hand even if turned up). In any case, we show results using the information from a) all the gathered features (52), b) those containing the distance attributes (21) or c) a subset of this latter group (11) . This subset has been build from a Weka analysis on the most meaningful attributes. Three different implementations of the Best-First search algorithm (BestFirst, GreedyStepwise and LinearForwardSelection) have selected as most meaningful features 11 distances: palm-thumb, palm-pinky, wristpinky, thumb-index, thumb-ring, index-middle, index-ring, index-pinky, middle-ring, middle-pinky. Rank-Search
Instructions to place the hand parallel to the Leap Motion surface LEAI adds thumb-middle to the list. And the Ranker method undoubtedly ranks all the distance features as the most meaningful for the classification. Thus distance-based features globally contain more information. Nearest-neighbor (Rule) NNge, Nearest-neighbor-like algorithm using non-nested generalized exemplars.
Nearest-neighbor (Lazy) IB1. Uses Euclidean distance.
Multilayer perceptron (Func.) Uses backpropagation to classify instances.
SMO (Functions)
John Piatt's sequential minimal optimization algorithm for training a support vector machine classifier.
Logistic (Functions)
Class for building and using a multinomial logistic regression model with a ridge estimator.
Simple Logistic (Functions) Class for building linear logistic regression models. LogitBoost with simple regression functions as base learners is used for fitting the logistic models.
FT -Functional (Trees) Classification trees that could have logistic regression functions at the inner nodes and/or leaves.
LMT-Logistic Model (Trees) Class, trees with logistic regression functions at the leaves.
As the reader will notice, the use of distance-based features maintains or even increases the percentage of correct classified instances. For example, in the case of IB1, the CCI increases 2.4 points in the right hand case and 2.6 points for the left hand. NNge and SMO are also positively affected (in the case of the right hand, the CCIs are improved 1.78 and 1.19 points). The rest of methods keep or vary very slightly their performance. The use of 11 features instead of 21 provides a similar accuracy. Let's consider the right hand dataset, which will be the most probable to use in real settings (most of the potential users will be right-handed, as the percentage of left-handed in the world population is between 8%-13%). In this case, the algorithms that perform better (>96%) both for 52 and 21 features are Multilayer Perceptron, Logistic and the Logistic Model Tree. Simple strategies, such as Nearest Neighbor (IB1), reach a reasonable 94% accuracy that is maintained in the case of 11 features.
With respect to necessary time to build the model, which is relevant as the model calculation has to be accomplished each time that a new user is included in the database, Multilayer Perceptron, LMT, Logistic and Logistic Model Tree are the slower strategies. The model-building time is naturally reduced with the number of features to consider in the classification process. In the case of the right hand dataset, the time to build the model is reduced up to 81% for the Logistic method, 62% for Multilayer Perceptron and around 50% for Simple Logistic and Tree-based methods when moving from 52 to 21 features. The IB1 (NN) method is the only one that remains unaffected, due to its very small needed time. Once the classification model is built, the classification result is provided immediately with the handled data volumes.
An important aspect for the real-time system is to have a reference on the minimum number of needed training samples, as this aspect directly affects the user experience (obviously users are not willing to train the systems). Fig.  3a shows how the different algorithms perform with a decreasing number of samples. The experiment has been configured to use a variable number of training samples and the same test dataset of 10 samples to check the performance for all the iterations. The 21-features right hand dataset has been used. Globally, logistic methods, multilayer perceptron and trees are more robust to the decreasing number of training samples, while NN-methods and SVM algorithms reduce their accuracy more significantly. Training with a single sample is not feasible, but there is a significant change when 2-3 samples are considered for training. If using the first group of algorithms, at least 5 trainings are needed to reach a CCI above 80%. For the second group of algorithms, 10 samples are needed to reach this same CCI. With respect to the time to build the model, the slower method is LMT (50,17 seconds for 30 training samples), followed by the multilayer perceptron (25,6 sec). The fastest are the NN methods (<1 sec).
• Finally, it is also important to know how the different algorithms perform with respect to the number of users in the database. Scalability is key for many identification systems. In this case, our design requirements need that the identification system works well on a not too large number of users. Fig. 3b gathers some results in this direction. Experiments have been carried out on the right-hand 21 features dataset, with all the samples and 10-fold cross validation. All algorithms achieve their better performance with the smallest number of users (5), except FT that experiences a very small variation (+0.1%). Some algorithms perform more stably than others. It is the case of Multilayer Perceptron or the Trees, which CCI is around 1% lower when comparing the 5-users dataset and the 21 users dataset. On the other hand, SMO losses 5.2%, NNge 4.7%, IBl 3.9%, Logistic 2.2% and Simple Logistic 3.6% when comparing these two situations. Some other algorithms are very sensitive to the change from 5 to 10 users, then experiencing small variations on the CCI in the subsequent situations. It is the case of NN methods and SVM.
Conclusions and further work
In this paper, we have explored different classification algorithms that enable building a real-time in-air hand shape identification system, to be integrated with non-critical smart space applications. Taking the output of the Leap Motion API as a reference, it has been possible to compare the significance of intrinsic morphological hand features vs. pose hand features, being this second group more relevant for the classification process. The use of 'sweet spot' feedback has been crucial to obtain a reasonable number of Correctly Classified Instances for all the tested algorithms. Although the different methods obtain a variable accuracy, this aspect does not seem conclusive enough to discard any classification option, as CCIs are between 90,8% and 96,8%. The time to build a model neither seem a differentiator factor, as this process can be done out of the real-time execution. Moreover, with the reduction in the number of features, the time to build the model is significantly lowered. With respect to the need of training, it has been shown that more than 1 iterations are needed, and ideally, more than 5. An open issue is how to introduce machine-learning algorithms that may contribute to the system performance by dynamically integrating service iterations into the classification models. Results regarding the variation of the CCI depending on the number of users experiment a modification of around 5,3% and are satisfactory enough for medium-scale applications in smart environments. After ranking and giving weights (0-7) to the methods depending on their performance with respect to CCI, time to build the model, response to training and scalability on the right hand dataset, they remain as follows: FT (22 points), LMT (18) , Logistic (17) , MP (16), Simple Logistic (15), IB1 (13), NNge (11) and SMO (8) . Note that no criteria has been prioritized, but equally considered. As the reader will notice, there are not sufficient reasons to defend a single option, but trees are offering the best global performances although may scale badly for an increasing number of users. Nearest Neighbor methods are very sensible to training, but once done, they perform reasonably. Multilayer Perceptron is an option that comes to be robust with respect to training and scales well.
Further work includes the implementation of a real-time classifier, its integration in a Leap-based gesture recognition system to interact in a smart space and the assesment of the user experience. Apart from the challenges related to the classification, issues such the implementation of the sweet spot in a non-invasive and integrated solution in the smart space are relevant (e.g. multimodal strategies may be needed when visual information is not adequate). These collateral aspects will be key to achieve an acceptable solution from the user side.
